The Russian military was deeply divided after the February Revolution of 1917, but if Russia was to emerge victorious from the First World War, it needed to forge a unified revolutionary army.
4 receiving daily reports chronicling the disintegration of the military due to the activities of committees and the declining authority of officers. They felt that officers in Petrograd were divorced from events and were inaccurately representing the views of frontline officers, leaving the government unaware of the seriousness of events. They believed that Stavka needed to act.
They met on 15 April and formulated plans for a new union of officers. They urged officers to start forming the union and proposed their own rival congress to formally sanction it. 10 On 5 May, delegates already in Mogilev met in a private meeting to discuss the priorities of the forthcoming congress, which was to start officially on 7 May. Lebedev emphasized that the main aim was to create a powerful union to represent officers. But, from the start, it proved impossible to ignore soldiers. The weeks following the announcement of the congress had seen widespread concern gather among soldiers at the thought of a congress (and a union) solely for officers. It would widen the gulf between officers and soldiers, whilst it was superfluous; soldiers argued that if officers wanted to engage with the revolution, they could participate in soldiers' committees. Regiments from across Russia sent almost 200 representatives to observe the congress, specifically tasked to search for signs of counter-revolutionary tendencies. 11 The first debate concerned whether these soldiers should participate in the congress and be entitled to vote on proceedings. This prompted a furious argument among the officers. As one argued, 'why is it that whenever officers speak or gather, the question always arises -what about the soldiers?' For him, this congress was for officers not soldiers, and it was driven by the belief that their voices were being drowned out by soldiers' demands. The debate became 'hysterical' and had to be halted temporarily whilst calm was restored. Eventually, the officers, presumably fearful of the power of the soldiers, voted narrowly to permit them the right to a full vote. After all that, the soldiers declined, expressing their desire simply to observe proceedings. 12 
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This debate revealed that not all of the officers present were convinced that plans to form a union of officers were desirable. As the congress started, the soldiers observed three clear groups of officers. The first, led by the organizers, was focused on using the congress as a means to form a new union solely for officers. The second was of the opposite opinion; only unity could benefit Russia during the current political and military turmoil. If a union was needed, it should include officers and soldiers. The final group was undecided -'neither ours, nor theirs', as the observing soldiers phrased it. 13 The soldiers believed that the only acceptable outcome was a conference of officers, soldiers and other military personnel, and a union based on these foundations. They took heart from the fact that A. F. Kerenskii, the socialist Minister of War, sent a telegram to the congress saying as much.
14 After an inconclusive debate on this idea among officers on 8 May, the soldiers demanded the election of a committee to organize such a conference. They resolved to walk out if the officers refused. A day later, the congress's organizers agreed, but contested the composition of this committee. The soldiers argued that it should contain two soldiers for every officer, thereby reflecting the overwhelming preponderance of soldiers in the military. The officers, however, demanded equal representation. The soldiers stuck to their position and by 14 May, having met with no success, decided to form the committee anyway, inviting sympathetic officers to join. On 15 May, the soldiers' proposals were finally accepted, and an organizing committee was formed from twenty soldiers and ten officers. 15 Although the organizing committee often acted as if a union existed, all that had been agreed was to form a committee to organize a conference of military personnel, which would then vote on an All-Russian Military Union. Many officers still doubted the value of this step and this was reflected in the fact that the congress continued its plans to form a new union for officers. On 21 May, the Union of Officers of the Army and the Fleet was created with a main 6 committee and formal regulations. It quickly established branches across the military, published its own newspaper and promoted officers' views energetically. If the proposed Military Union was to match this, it needed a fair amount of further work.
Lieutenant-Colonel L. N. Novosil'tsev, the chairman of the congress and president of the Union of Officers, argued later that those officers who were supportive of the soldiers' demands had forgotten their self-respect and honour. 16 He and other leading officers were determined to create an officers' union and managed the agenda accordingly. Even the public record -daily telegrams distributed across the front on the congress's activities -emphasized officers' concerns over proposals to form a military union. 17 Novosil'tsev felt that Kerenskii's support had encouraged sceptical soldiers to seize on this idea to frustrate the original aims of the congress, whilst additional pressure from some officers forced him to agree to the organizing committee.
He claimed that the soldiers made far more demands than their account suggests; desiring five representatives for every officer, for example. The Union of Officers did publicize the organizing committee as one of the achievements of the congress, but there appears to have been little cooperation between the two groups. 18 This lack of enthusiasm did not auger well for the Military Union and evidence suggests further tensions between soldiers and officers. On 17 May, two days after the committee was formed, the soldiers on it wanted to issue an appeal declaring that any officers who did not recognize the Provisional Government, support the role of the Soviet, and who desired a return to Tsarism, should be excluded from the new revolutionary army as traitors. Officers, however, believed that this appeal was too sharp and uncompromising, arguing that no-one wanted a return to the past or opposed the Provisional Government. 19 The result of the dispute is unclear, but the marriage of officers and soldiers was fated to be uneasy. For those officers at the front who believed that they deserved their own union to 7 promote their views as a counterbalance to soldiers' committees, the Military Union was another body dominated by soldiers. At the same time, the plans were unlikely to foster much enthusiasm among the wider mass of soldiers. Most believed that democracy should only benefit the lower social classes; as one soldiers' committee noted, 'if you [the government] defend the poor class, then there will be a democratic republic, but if you defend the interests of the capitalists, then
Russia is lost'. 20 In the military, the revolution had provided a voice for soldiers through their committees and soviets; there was no need for any type of union with officers. Nevertheless, the commitment of those soldiers involved demonstrates that they felt that there was a role for this new union. In this, they must have been encouraged by the multitude of unions and societies emerging across Russia representing all manner of groups. Clearly, forming a union was seen as a valuable means of consolidating support and promoting interests in revolutionary Russia.
II
The thirty-man executive bureau (as the organizing committee became known) started working from 15 May on creating an All-Russian Military Union that would become the authoritative voice for the entire military. The union's aims were to help strengthen the fighting capabilities of the military, improve discipline, and increase the level of unity between soldiers and officers, all of which would help Russia emerge victorious from the war. After victory, the union would facilitate demobilization, and provide aid to invalids and the families of victims. 21 In the shortterm, a conference was seen as essential to agree the rules and regulations of the union and elect a leadership, whilst mustering support and providing much-needed publicity. Cavaliers respectively. Both fought against the Bolsheviks after October. Otherwise, the officers involved held the ranks of lieutenant, captain, and colonel. There was only one ensign, the lowest and often most radical rank of officer. There were also two doctors and three sailors.
The bureau suffered an immediate setback. Novosil'tsev noted that its members travelled to Petrograd after the congress to liaise with the Soviet. He wrote that they received a frosty welcome, which the bureau admitted later, and suggests that the Soviet was afraid that the union would encroach on its activities. 23 The Soviet probably felt that the union was unnecessary. The rival officers' congress in Petrograd (8-27 May) was far more inconclusive than its counterpart in Mogilev. Discussions had focused on establishing a role for officers within a reformed military rather than the narrower focus on forming a union to voice officers' concerns. 24 The Soviet also sponsored another body, the Union of Republican Officers, which transformed in late April into the Union of Socialists of the People's Army. It aimed to attract officers and soldiers supporting democratic (socialist) principles and the Soviet. 25 Given that the greatest emphasis remained on soldiers' committees, the Soviet must have seen little need for yet another body.
The bureau also received an unenthusiastic response from the Provisional Government, which was more worrying. As Minister of War, Kerenskii sent a supportive message on hearing of plans to form a military union and another such message after the bureau was created. 26 Yet the bureau noted that Kerenskii rebuffed their advances after the congress. 27 No reason was provided, but the government looked to the soviets of officers established in many towns for support. Most of these soviets, on paper at least, were committed to working with the soldiers.
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The regulations agreed at the first assembly of Moscow's Soviet of Officers' Deputies on 7
March, for instance, envisaged it as a counterpart to the Soviet of Soldiers' Deputies and that representatives from both would converge in a military council. This council -22 soldiers and 11 officers -should have real power over the region's military. These officers hoped that both soviets would form a united body in due course. 28 Similar links were extolled elsewhere. 29 Whether such ambitions were fulfilled is debatable, but, on the surface, it seemed to the government as if moves towards unity were already occurring. However, on 30 May, a meeting of the bureau noted that Kerenskii had forbidden the conference the day before. Presumably with plans for the forthcoming offensive in mind (see below), he argued that military personnel must be fulfilling their duties at the current time. The bureau resolved to question this decision, but it was not reversed. 31 This left the bureau in a quandary. Without a conference, it was difficult for the bureau to claim that it represented any particular group within the military or had a mandate to speak in anyone's name. Moreover, anyone could create a union, something confirmed by law on 12 April, but for a union to own property and have legal rights, it needed to be registered. To be registered, it had to submit copies of its regulations to the authorities. 32 The bureau may have been able to do this itself, but clearly felt that the regulations should be ratified by a conference. It clearly hoped that permission was imminent, but the continued ban frustrated these ambitions. Meanwhile, the ambiguous legal position of the union restricted the bureau's room for manoeuvre.
III
By late May, preparations were underway for an offensive to reinvigorate the war effort and to strengthen Russia's position in any forthcoming peace negotiations. Russian armies on the southwest front attacked on 18 June, enjoying a couple of days of steady advance before the Germans rallied. Despite a supporting attack on the western front from 7 July, the offensive collapsed, serving only to emphasise the extent of soldiers' disillusionment and the level of disintegration in the military since February. 33 Nonetheless, the bureau, given that its plans for a military union were driven by pro-war sentiments, felt that it was justified to support the offensive. This support took two main forms; units or battalions of death and pro-war agitation across the front.
Battalions of death emerged from attempts to rejuvenate the Russian military prior to the offensive. Various 'shock' units had already emerged during the winter of 1916-17 to focus the best troops where most needed at the front, but the formation of these gathered pace after General A. A. Brusilov became Commander-in-Chief on 22 May. Moreover, in his previous post as
Commander of the South-West Front, Brusilov had sponsored a proposal agreed at a congress of delegates from that front on 16 May to form revolutionary battalions. 34 Contemporaries and historians often tend not to distinguish between the two, but on 27 June, Brusilov clarified that shock units consisted of volunteers from the active military at the front, whilst revolutionary battalions were formed from reserve units, trainee officers and civilian volunteers. 35 
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Some evidence suggests that the term 'battalions of death' also came into use at around this time to describe units that vowed to never surrender and fight to the death; certainly, the creation of a women's battalion of death started in late May. 36 One historian, though, wrote that Brusilov first bestowed the title of 'battalion of death' on a unit vowing to fight until its last drop of blood on 14 June. 37 What is clear is that inspired by the bravery of this unit, Brusilov permitted the bureau to dispatch a telegram across the military on 18 June urging more units to adopt this vow and become 'units of death'. 38 Both shock units and revolutionary battalions could use the epitaph 'of death'. Individuals in shock units were then permitted to wear a red-and-black chevron on their right arm and display the skull-and-cross bones on their cap. Those in revolutionary battalions could wear less visible distinguishing marks on their uniforms. 39 Earlier, on 3 June, the All-Russian Central Committee for Organizing a Volunteer
Revolutionary Army had been established to promote revolutionary battalions and a committee was created at Stavka a fortnight later to coordinate its response. As well as sending speakers across the front to gather volunteers, the All-Russian Central Committee had helped create committees in 23 regions, 69 districts and 4 fronts by early August to foster local activities. 40 Some military organizations were suspicious, feeling that these new innovations could form a counter-revolutionary threat (Union of Socialists of the People's Army), or may weaken the military further by making its strongest elements more susceptible to casualties or, in the case of revolutionary battalions, infiltration by civilian socialist agitators (Union of Officers). 41 But others, such as the Military League and Union of George Cavaliers, reacted enthusiastically and made plans to sponsor their own revolutionary battalions and shock units. 42 The bureau argued that this was exactly the sort of activity that would foster unity and aid the war effort. In a report to the Commander-in-Chief in early August, which was copied to the staffs of all fronts, it expressed its conviction that if the whole army became an 'army of death' then it would be reborn, capable of repeating the glories of the past and defending the motherland and freedom. 43 Moreover, sponsoring battalions of death promised to provide the Military Union with a source of support across the military in readiness for when a conference was permitted.
By July 1917, the bureau claimed to have created over 200 battalions of death consisting of around 600,000 men. By late August-early September, the number had reached 290-300 battalions with around 700,000 men. By late October, the figures had risen further to around 400 battalions and over 800,000 men. 44 These claims are difficult to verify. It is clear that not all were 'battalions' as such, but ranged from corps and divisions to regiments and battalions. 45 Even so, one historian has recently noted that some of Stavka's own records provide evidence for only 106 units adopting the epitaph 'of death' prior to October and an official document on 15 July listed just over 50. 46 The bureau's figures are also similar to those provided by some historians for the number of shock units and revolutionary battalions as a whole. 47 It is likely that no exact numbers exist and whilst some statistics include units of death within lists of shock units and revolutionary battalions, others list them separately. 48 That said, it is possible that the bureau was generous with its statistics, probably to exaggerate its own importance in a policy that involved other bodies and the initiative of the troops themselves. Nonetheless, the bureau's archive is dominated by records concerning battalions of death, demonstrating, at the very least, that it devoted the majority of its effort to this area, which constituted its greatest success. 49 The bureau assumed that because people formed these battalions, they sympathized with the union's ideals and would join when it was formally established. The bureau, therefore, used The offensive provided other opportunities to promote the union. On 14 June, the union published an appeal in the press urging the army to fight to a victorious conclusion. Defeat would result in a victory for Germans and reactionaries. 52 On 26 June, the bureau asked Stavka to distribute 600,000 copies of another appeal to the troops and a million copies of the union's proposed programme. Appreciating the value of anything that might bolster the fighting strength of the military, Stavka agreed, but demurred on the quantities. Instead, 1,000 copies of each piece would be sent to the staffs of every army for further distribution. 53 The bureau also sent thirty copies of the appeal and the programme to the executive committee of each front (the main soldiers' body), asking each committee to distribute the material. 54 The bureau then sent out additional material as required, such as the 40,000 copies of the programme and 25,000 copies of the appeal dispatched to Omsk Military Region on 4 July. 55 This material was far more detailed than it was possible to publish in the regular press. The programme outlined the union's vision of a strong, disciplined military with unity between 14 officers and soldiers. It was forceful in its condemnation of the Germans, its support for the allies and its commitment to the war effort. An offensive promised to facilitate a quick end to the war, as well as freeing territory occupied by the Germans. The union also promised to defend the rights of all personnel. The appeal reiterated the need to fight, albeit with greater use of patriotic language, stressing the fate of the motherland and asking whether Russians had really scrapped Tsarism to become German slaves. The Military Union, the appeal promised, would take the practical and educational steps needed to build the unity and discipline required to achieve success, and to prove that honour and bravery remained in the army. 56 In a memo on 29 June, the bureau seemed satisfied with its progress. Its workload was increasing daily, as it was receiving numerous requests for material on the union and on how to become members, as well as plenty of volunteers for battalions of death. Four to five members were permanently absent, either in Petrograd lobbying for a conference, in Moscow printing agitational material, or spreading the union's ideals at the front. The bureau agreed to send an additional five officers and ten soldiers on a tour of the front to spread awareness of the union, whilst highlighting the need for help to cope with the workload. 57 The bureau commissioned reports on a range of pertinent issues, including the political allegiances of soldiers, the impact of democratization on the army and the role of political bodies in the military. There were plans to produce material on other topics to utilize in educational work, such as political history, revolutions and the women's question. 58 There is little doubt that the bureau was galvanized by the offensive and its experiences should force historians to place caveats on the traditional picture of the military in 1917. To be sure, the bureau's passionate defence of the war placed it at odds with the majority of its potential supporters. Most soldiers wanted an end to the war. They had reluctantly accepted calls for a defensive war from the government after the February Revolution and their attitudes hardened 15 during the June Offensive. Soldiers ignored orders to advance and started to demand peace at any cost. Fraternization with the Germans and outright rebellion became more frequent. 59 The offensive turned into a debacle, the government lost much of its remaining support, and the Bolsheviks' vocal promises of peace became more attractive.
However, the bureau's experiences demonstrate that a sizeable number of soldiers did not subscribe to the above views, instead adopting a patriotic stance towards the war effort. Similarly, a recent study of women's revolutionary battalions has noted that they attracted numerous volunteers from all social and educational backgrounds. This, it was argued, proved that 1917
was not dominated by class conflict and war weariness for all Russians and that a commitment to the country's defence crossed class lines. Furthermore, recruitment continued after the disastrous offensive proving that the revolution could foster some degree of patriotism. Similar sentiments were present in Russia in 1917 where the revolution was seen as a national and patriotic revolution to rebuild Russia. It was not so much conflicts between classes that caused revolution, but a conflict between the whole of society and a corrupt regime. 63 It was also far from uncommon, particularly in spring 1917, to hear people argue that an offensive would prove that February was a national revolution rather than just a revolt against the old regime or, at the very least, that an offensive would ensure the future of Russia, preventing a victory for the Kaiser who may then restore the monarchy to Russia. 64 These voices have been drowned out in the historical record by the more numerous and louder demands for peace, but they were present. The numbers joining revolutionary battalions provide evidence of this and the bureau's experiences illustrate that class conflict between officers and soldiers was not the only division weakening the military in 1917. It was joined by an equally deep chasm between those supporting the war and those opposing it, which cut across class divisions.
Ultimately, though, the determination to promote the war, alongside demands for 'iron discipline' to forge a strong military, was a huge risk. The union believed that they could change soldiers' minds and foster belief in the war, but after three years of fighting, this was a thankless task. Moreover, its pro-war stance led many soldiers to associate it with 'counter-revolutionary' conservative and liberal groups, who also supported the war. These groups usually advocated obtaining financial and territorial gains from the war. The bureau said nothing on this issue, but all pro-war views tended to be lumped together in soldiers' minds. The bureau was realistic, recognizing that they needed to develop the 'civil self-awareness' of soldiers to combat rampant passivism. In the meantime, further chaos at the front might convince the authorities of the importance of the union's message and, hence, the potential value of the union. 65 But whilst its activities were gathering pace by mid-1917, to be more influential, it needed to hold a conference, establish a legal union (with a clear base of support to provide a mandate), and promote its views more effectively, preferably through a regular newspaper. On 26 July, the bureau sent a report to Kornilov, no doubt to curry favour, which outlined its achievements since May. Despite the continued failure to obtain permission for a conference (due to ongoing military conditions), the bureau promoted its role in creating battalions of death and claimed that it had circulated over 3 million brochures, appeals and flyers. More notably, it highlighted its plans to publish a newspaper from August onwards. 67 The bureau realized that it needed a substantial mouthpiece for its views if it was going to influence opinion, and publishing a newspaper was seen as an essential move by all unions, committees and like-minded bodies during 1917. It was the primary means of publicizing an organization's views and could have a significant impact. The Union of Officers, for example, observed a flurry of interest in their union after the publication of every issue of their newspaper. 68 However, the practicalities of publishing -obtaining a printing press, sourcing sufficient supplies of paper, acquiring experienced staffwere problematic for all groups and the bureau was no exception.
IV
The intention was to produce a socio-political newspaper to distribute across the military and Russian society. It would promote a strong military, but focus on a range of issues to make it attractive to wider society; for example, using links to Stavka to provide foreign news. In early June, the bureau dispatched a representative to Petrograd to acquire machinery. 69 On 10 July, Brusilov granted 150,000 rubles towards a newspaper and permitted it to use the printing press at Stavka. 70 By the end of July, the bureau had created a network of correspondents across the military, alongside socialist and liberal journalists and politicians. The latter ranged from the anarchist, Prince P. A. Kropotkin, and the socialists, E. K. Breshko-Breshkovskaia, G. V. not to participate and called for the conference to be forbidden. 73 Other committees sent similar complaints. 74 In the face of these protests, the Ministry of War reiterated on 14 August that no conferences were permitted involving anyone at the front and, on the basis of these instructions, Kornilov refused permission. 75 Although Kornilov's hands were tied by the government's decision, it does seem justified to believe that successive commanders-in-chief could have supported the idea of a military union far more than they did. Alekseev had noted the 'deep gulf' between officers and soldiers in his speech on 7 May to the congress of officers at Stavka and talked rhetorically about the need to forge both groups 'into a common union', yet did not intervene in the deadlock over plans to form an real union devoted to this aim. 76 Brusilov supported battalions of death, permitted the bureau's representatives to tour the front and sanctioned plans to publish a newspaper. He did speak out to support officers and their right to mobilize, but he opposed the Union of Officers' more strident demands, and their obsession with honour and the impregnable position of the officer. 77 The union's president, Novosil'tsev, feared that it would be abolished as Brusilov felt that an officers' union was illtimed and that a general military union was far more relevant. 78 Yet, if Brusilov had supported the bureau whole-heartedly, concerns over the need for a conference to legally sanction the union could have been resolved and quicker progress made on publishing a newspaper.
Officers' organizations were in the ascendancy under Kornilov. The failure to obtain permission for an August conference prompted the bureau to rename itself the Temporary Committee of the All-Russian Military Union on 19 August, finalize the regulations and distribute them across the military. After months in limbo, the bureau decided move ahead and establish the union formally, even if its leadership remained 'temporary' prior to a conference. In reality, nothing changed. On the one hand, the union still lacked the mandate that came with being able to prove a certain level of support. On the other, it could do little but to continue promoting the union through lectures, agitation and publications. The bureau feared that its lack of favour stemmed from Stavka's belief that the Military Union was insufficiently distinct from the Union of Officers (something that the soldiers in the bureau found absurd) and even threatened to undermine the latter. 83 
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More dangerously, soldiers also failed to discern a significant difference. Officers had always been regarded suspiciously by soldiers, but by August, there was a pervasive fear that officers' unions were organizing a counter-revolution. These fears were exacerbated by a popular belief that a conservative 'movement' was emerging from officers, industrialists, landowners, and conservative and liberal politicians. By this stage, these groups were pressing for a stronger government in Russia, as demanded at a meeting of their representatives, the Congress of Public
Figures, on 8-10 August. They also formed a vocal bloc at the Moscow State Conference on 12-15 August, a national gathering representing all groups, which was designed to bolster support for the government. Similar calls emerged from the All-Russian Sobor of the Orthodox Church, whose first session started on 15 August and lasted to 9 December. 84 There is no evidence to suggest that the bureau was involved. It obtained two seats at the Moscow Conference, 85 but all social and political groups were present, and there is no indication that its delegates were aligned with the conservative bloc. The bureau was also invited to elect one member of a fifteen-man delegation from the active army to the Sobor, but, again, there is no evidence of suspect activities. 86 The Union of Officers wrote to the Military Union on 3 August asking for someone to report to it on the bureau's activities and suggesting future cooperation.
Yet the Military Union had not been invited to a meeting of twelve conservative military organizations a few days earlier, which had discussed forming a joint Union of National Defence.
Similarly, an outline of the Union of Officers' activities at this time made no mention of the Military Union when discussing links being forged with other military groups.
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In part, this is hardly surprising. After all, the Military Union had emerged in May in direct opposition to plans to create the Union of Officers. Moreover, there were strong disagreements over some policies -most notably, revolutionary battalions. On 11 June 1917, the Union of Officers argued that these battalions were dangerous and harmful; recruiting civilians 22 could bring Bolshevism to the front, whilst the whole army needed to be 'revolutionary'. 88 Local soviets mobilized, convincing the soldiers that they were part of a counter-revolutionary 23 coup rather than acting to save the government, as they had been told. By 31 August, the revolt had disintegrated, and Kornilov and a number close associates were arrested. 90 Unlike the Union of Officers and other conservative groups, 91 the bureau condemned the revolt, but not without discord. According to the testimony of N. I. Minin, a soldier and bureau member, given on 2 September to a commission investigating the revolt, news of events emerged on 28 August. 92 This prompted the bureau to meet in the morning to formulate a plan of action.
The officers wanted to support Kornilov, but the soldiers did not. In the end, the bureau called for calm, unsure whether to believe all of the rumours circulating. In the evening, the soldiers in the bureau reconvened and this time took a firm resolution to support the Provisional Government.
They sent an appeal directly to Petrograd, which declared that Kornilov had no right to refuse a legal order from the government and an armed uprising was state treason. They offered to mobilize battalions of death to help suppress the revolt. 93 Minin does not say whether the officers in the bureau agreed. He noted that they indicated to the bureau that leaders of the Union of Officers were involved in events and that the plan was to make Kornilov a dictator, which the soldiers found disagreeable. Minin even participated in a temporary committee established by Mogilev's soviet to oppose the revolt. 94 Despite its decision to denounce Kornilov, the bureau was still compromised. Captain A. Initially, permission was granted, or at least the bureau was confident that it would be, as the seemingly endless preparations continued. 98 But, soon afterwards, the printing press granted to them was reallocated to create an official newspaper for Stavka. On 27 September, the bureau claimed that army committees had complained that Stavka was favouring their organization over others. It resolved to send a delegation to Dukhonin protesting that the decision ended months of hard work, wasted the money already spent and undermined their activities. The bureau was also convinced that its plans offered an independent newspaper, whereas Stavka's organ would be its own mouthpiece and would be ignored as such by the soldiers. 99 Stavka, though, was sensitive to accusations of favouring undesirable organizations in the aftermath of the revolt.
In a meeting on 3 October 1917, the bureau seemed resigned to ending its plans to publish a newspaper. 100 But even winding down the paper seemed to take an inordinate amount of time, especially as futile attempts to obtain an alternative printing press continued. A meeting on 15
November complained that the whole affair -primarily the costs incurred -had still not been 25 resolved and related issues reappeared throughout November. There was a struggle, for example, to sell the stocks of paper that had been purchased. namely, to strengthen a weak government by bringing groups of various political hues together.
Soldiers from the front received 25 seats, although it is unclear whether the union was represented. 104 Growing divisions, though, meant that the Preparliament was also doomed to fail.
The bureau focused on preparing for the forthcoming elections to the Constituent Assembly (scheduled for November), having already sought permission to publish and distribute brochures on the subject, 105 but, otherwise, it made little headway prior to the October Revolution.
The bureau opposed the Bolsheviks' seizure of power, declaring on 27 October that attempts by 'individual political parties to impose their will on the people of Russia through a revolt were criminal'. The Germans were advancing steadily towards Petrograd by this stage and the bureau argued that an uprising would encourage anarchy in Russia, weaken the 'revolutionary army' further and pave the way for German success. It even reiterated rumours that the Germans were behind events through money allegedly provided to the Bolsheviks. The uprising also jeopardized the Constituent Assembly, the ultimate expression of the people's will. The bureau finished by arguing that the Provisional Government and the Soviet had been strengthening freedom and the achievements of the revolution. 106 The union continued operating, but given that there was still no conference and the plans for a newspaper had ended, it is difficult to see it justifying its existence. The bureau recognized the need to reinvigorate the union and restructured its administration in late October. Previously, there had been three departments covering general issues, agitation and battalions of death. Now, six departments were created. Agitation and battalions of death gained additional departments overseeing the finances involved in each enterprise, with the final two departments focusing on general finances, and frontline and economic issues. 107 It is questionable whether this was a positive move to enable the bureau to better focus on its core activities -agitation and the battalions of death -or a reaction to the difficult circumstances faced by all organizations after the October Revolution. In terms of finance, for instance, the bureau admitted problems on 12
November. Banks were only paying out 1,000 rubles a day due to the turbulent events, leaving the bureau reliant on selling the paper purchased for the newspaper. 108 Moreover, the disintegration of the military intensified after the Bolsheviks announced their intention to end the war in the Decree on Peace on 26 October. One study estimated that whilst there were 90 revolutionary battalions on 21 October, only six remained on 13
November. 109 The bureau supported plans in early November to unite shock units, revolutionary battalions and battalions of death, and organize a meeting of various representatives, but to no avail. 110 The all of these units were disbanded officially on 9 December by the Bolshevik
Commander-in-Chief, Ensign N. V. Krylenko, amid fears that they hindered demobilization and had been involved in resistance or counter-revolutionary activities. 111 
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As one bureau member noted on 5 November, political events demonstrated that the masses did not sympathize with the union's aims and he argued that the union's continued existence was pointless. 112 His colleagues did not agree, but evidence from the union stops at the end of November. Soviet archivists noted that the union was 'liquidated' in December 1917.
VI
Overall, the record of the All-Russian Military Union from May to December 1917 is far from impressive. All military organizations struggled in the face of a mass soldiers' movement focused overwhelmingly on soldiers' committees, but the union was less effective than most. It was never sanctioned by a conference and thus never recruited members officially. This made it difficult for the union to prove that it spoke for a section of the military. It failed to publish a newspaper, which many groups managed, leaving it struggling to promote its views. Its only success came through its promotion of revolutionary battalions. Not all of this was the union's fault, especially its inability to hold a conference, but it explains why historians have ignored the union.
Nevertheless, the union demonstrates (along with revolutionary battalions) that a vocal group of soldiers was supportive of the war effort and the government. Thus, whilst historians often talk about divisions between lower classes and propertied groups during the revolutionary period, there were also sizeable differences within these groups. This can also be seen in the countryside where some peasants, particularly the more prosperous, wanted to defend the private ownership of land during 1917 against the demands of the vast majority for land redistribution.
Many joined the All-Russian Union of Landowners, but others were uncomfortable as they felt that this body was dominated by noble landowners and established their own peasant unions to defend landownership. 113 Similarly, although soldiers joined groups led by officers, such as the Union of George Cavaliers, those behind the Military Union believed that there was room for a pro-war organization dominated by soldiers. Opinions did become more polarized as 1917
progressed, but within social groups as well as between them.
Nevertheless, class divisions remained central. The dominant belief was that democracy should solely benefit the lower social classes -soldiers, workers and peasants -and that the revolution should progress on their terms. When most soldiers talked of sympathetic officers working hand-in-hand with the soldiers, it was in terms of officers working within soldiers'
institutions, rather than any type of general union. Those soldiers within the Military Union did not agree, but these divisions were still reflected within the union; for example, in the opposite reactions of the soldiers and officers in the bureau to the Kornilov Revolt, and in the reluctance of the union to forge alliances with conservative officers' groups.
These divisions were exacerbated from above. Despite the fact that a unified military was in the interests of the war effort, which all of the main authorities -the government, the Soviet and Stavka -supported to a greater or lesser degree, none supported the Military Union as much as they could have done. Instead, all favoured organizations that were more divisive, whether soldiers' committees, soviets of officers' deputies, and the Union of Socialists of the People's Army, or the Union of Officers and Union of George Cavaliers. Stavka was at its most favourable under Brusilov, but it still did not provide much active support. This may have been an attempt to remain neutral, but given that the union aimed to unite all groups in the military, eschewed party politics and supported the war, it could have only helped to fulfil Stavka's own objectives.
In retrospect, the union's aim to foster enthusiasm for the war seems futile given the widespread desire for peace. Revolution. In part, though, it was because the nature of politics after February encouraged such actions. As the name suggested, the government was provisional, ruling until elections were held to form a Constituent Assembly, which would decide Russia's political future. In the meantime, particularly as these elections were repeatedly delayed, the government ensured that all important political and social groups were represented in national assemblies and committees, irrespective of their level of support. 114 Those involved in the Military Union knew that in such an environment, despite mass demands for peace, they could express their views and possibly wield some influence. They were not completely disappointed; they helped create battalions of death, they gained representation on committees at Stavka discussing new laws for the military and they were present at nationwide conferences. Thus, the union's activities highlight the nature of politics in 1917 as well as the complex divisions within Russia's military and society.
